Let G be a bounded domain in R" (n a* 2) with smooth boundary dG. We consider the boundary value problem Mu -cu -/on G, u = 0 on dG, where M is an elliptic differential operator not in divergence form. We discuss the characterization of the first eigenvalue X0 of M and the solvability of the boundary value problem in terms of the relationship between c( • ) and X0.
I. Introduction. Let G be a bounded domain in R" (n > 2) with smooth boundary dG. In this paper we discuss the boundary value problem (BVP) (1) Mu-c(x)u=f in G,
u = 0 on dG where/ G LP(G) with p > 1, c G LS(G) for some s > 1 to be specified later, and M is the differential operator M=-^dxJx-+ b<dx-, in which the usual summation convention is used: if an index is repeated then the summation over it from 1 to « is implied. We assume throughout the paper that a,, G C(G), b¡ E L°°(G) for i, j = 1,2,...,«, and the operator M is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there is a constant p > 0 such that in G, auUj>p\t\2 VfGÄ",£*o.
For .ne sake of simplicity we consider only real functions. Let (3) p = sup {A s* 0: Mu -Xu = 1 has a nonnegative solution u E W2-q(G) n W0l'i(G) for any finite q > 1}.
Theorem 1 below shows that if the operator M has a smallest eigenvalue then this eigenvalue is equal to p. This result is embodied in Part 2, Proposition III.2 of [5] . The proof in [5] appears to make essential use of a formula of Ito in ergodic theory. We provide a proof based only on a version of the generalized maximum principle due to Serrín [6] and adapted to the Sobolev space W2,p(G). Theorem II shows that if the quantity p in (3) is finite then the operator M has a smallest eigenvalue. Theorem III proves the solvability of the boundary value problem (1), (2) when c( • )
is bounded above away from the smallest eigenvalue of M. The corollary to Theorem III appears to be what we should naturally expect. It has already been stated as Part 1, Proposition III.2 in [5] , but without a proof and, as far as we can see, it does not seem to follow trivially from any result in [5] either. Theorem V deals with the case when the spectrum of M is empty. It seems to us that this eventuality was not considered in [5] .
II. Main results. We first recall some results needed in the sequel.
Lemma I (Maximum principle in W2p(G)). Suppose that for u E W2p(G) n WQUp(G% h(x) > 0 on G we have Mu + hu>Qon G.
(i) 7/ « G U(G) where s = n/2 if 1 < p < n/2, s > n/2 if p = n/2, and s -p if p > n/2, then u s= 0 in G. Lemma II (Generalized maximum principle of Serrín [6] ). Let u E W2p(G) n In [6] u, w G C2(G) n C(G) and all coefficients of M are assumed continuous. A careful reading of [6] indicates that, in our context, the purpose of this continuity requirement is to insure that if Mw(x) -Xw(x) > 0 for each x E G then Mx -Xw has a positive lower bound on each compact subset of G but this is certainly true under our assumption. Then instead of using the maximum principle in C2(G) we use the maximum principle in W2p(G).
If the operator M -XI considered as an operator on Lq(G) (q > 1, finite) with domain W2,q(G) n W0Uq(G) has a continuous inverse on Lq then we denote it by R(X, M). It is known [3, Theorem 2; 5, Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1] that 7?(0, M) exists and maps the positive cone of Lq(G) into itself, i.e., it is a positive mapping. If the spectral radius of R(0, M) = M~x is >0 then we know from the Krein-Rutman theorem [4] that M"1 has a largest eigenvalue with a nonnegative eigenfunction. It then follows that M has a smallest (usually called first) eigenvalue A0 > 0 and the maximum principle in W2q(G) shows that there corresponds an eigenfunction <j>, 4>>0inG.
It is well known that if the coefficients of M are smoother than assumed here, namely if they belong to Cß(G), ß G (0,1), then this first eigenvalue exists (cf., e.g., [1, Theorem 4.3] ). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We first prove that p > A0. In fact, for any A < A0, the equation (4) Mu -Xu = 1 has a unique solution u E W2q(G) D W0Uq(G) because A belongs to the resolvent set of M. We have
Since <p E W2-q(G), for sufficiently large q, <¡> is continuous and bounded on G. Using the generalized maximum principle (Lemma II), we deduce from (4), (5) that u > 0 in G. Thus A belongs to the set on the right-hand side of (3) and p > A0.
We now prove that A0 > p. Suppose by contradiction that A0 < p. Then for e > 0 sufficiently small, A0 + e < p and the equation (6) Mu -(A0 + e)u = 1 has a solution u > 0 in G by definition of p. On the other hand,
Af<i>-(A0 + e)<i> = -e<f>< 0.
Again, using Lemma II, we deduce from (6), (7) that $ < 0. But this is not possible.
Therefore A0 = p. Q.E.D.
The referee has suggested an alternate proof for Theorem 1. It can be found at the end of the paper. Theorem III. Suppose that the spectrum of M is not empty and c E U(G) with s = n/2 if\ < p < n/2, s > n/2 if p -n/2, and s = p if p > n/2. Suppose also that there exists a > 0 such that c(x) < A0 -a where A0 is the first eigenvalue of M. Then for every/G Lp(G),f^0
in G the BVP (1), (2) has a unique solution uE W2q(G) n Wq,p(G), u> 0 in G and there is a constant K independent of f such that (8) II«II ^.,«7(1/II,,.
Proof. Let A = A0 -a. From Theorem I it follows that there is a unique w E W2q(G) n W(X'q(G) for any finite q > 1, w > 0 in G such that (9) Mw -Xw = 1.
Since A is in the resolvent set of M, there is û E W2p(G) n W¿-p(G) such that (10) M«-A«=/>0.
Using Lemma II we deduce from (9) and (10) that û >■ 0 in G. We have
Mû -cû=f+ [X -c]û>f.
Thus û is an upper solution of the BVP (1), (2) . Now let c~(x) = max{0, -c(x)}. It is known [3, 5] that there is a unique u E W2p(G) n W^P(G\ «3*0 in G such that Mu + c~u = /. Then
Mu -eu-f -(c~ + c)u *£/.
Thus « is a lower solution of the BVP (1), (2) . We claim that û > u in G. In fact,
Using Lemma II, we deduce from this and (9) that û -« > 0 in G. We now use the more or less standard method to show that a BVP which has an upper solution û and a lower solution u with û > u has a solution. We sketch it. Consider the iteration scheme Mu" + c~u" =/+ (c + c~)u"_x in G, "" = 0 on 3G with m0 = w. It is not difficult to see that
It is known [3, Theorem 2] that the mapping M + c_(x)7 from W2p(G) n ^'''(G) to LP(G) is continuous, one-to-one and onto. Therefore it is well known that it has a continuous inverse. Hence, since 0 < c + c"< A0 -a, it follows from (11) that the sequence {«"} is bounded in W2p(G). Consequently we can extract from it a subsequence converging weakly in W2p(G) n Wq-p(G), strongly in LP(G) and a.e. on G to a solution u, u > 0 on G, of the BVP (1), (2) . Since û and u satisfy estimates similar to (8), it is not difficult to see from (11) that for the solution u just obtained, Proof. Let
On G+ we have 0 = Mu -cu> Mu -(A0 -a)u.
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On the other hand, as has been pointed out in the proof of Theorem III, there is a w G W2-p(G) n W0lp(G), w > 0, in G such that Mw -(A0 -a)w = \.
Using Lemma II we deduce that u < 0 on G+ . Thus u = 0 on G+ . Strictly speaking, the generalized maximum principle of Serrin (Lemma II) requires some smoothness for boundary 9G+ . However, a careful reading of [6] indicates that the purpose of this smoothness requirement is to make possible the construction of a function positive on 3G+ that would compensate for the possible vanishing of the referee function on that boundary. In our case, the referee function w is positive on 3G+ -3G so that no smoothness of 3G+ -3G is necessary, whereas 3G is already assumed to be smooth. Similarly, on G " we have
and we deduce that «>0on G". Thus u = 0 on G". Q.E.D.
Corollary to Theorem III. Let the function c be as in Theorem III. Then for every f E LP(G) the BVP (1), (2) has a unique solution u G W2p(G) n W¿P(G) and estimate (8) It follows that v is a supersolution of (12). Therefore by the basic theory (cf. e.g. [1] ), there exists u E W2'q(G) satisfying (12) and v^u>w = 0inG. Suppose now that t > A0 and, contrary to the claim, (12) has a nonnegative solution ux. For e > 0 sufficiently small, Mux -(t + e)ux -1 -eu, > 0 in G and, therefore, ux is a supersolution of the BVP (13) M«-(T + e)w = 0 inG, u = 0 on dG.
Since
Mux + yux = 1 + (y + t)ux >0 inG for any y > 0, Lemma 1 of [7] implies w, > 0 in G and dux/dv < 0 on 3G. If ô > 0 is small then u0 = 8<¡> < w, in G. Since
